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Abstract 
In this paper, we consider cooperative Parabolic systems defined on bounded, continuous and strictly 
Lipschitz domain of 
nR  with conjugation conditions. We study the optimal control for these systems with 
Dirichlet conditions. Also, we establish the problem with Neumann conditions .The control in our problems is of 
distributed type. 
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1. Introduction 
The optimal control problems for systems governed by finite order partial differential equations (Elliptic, 
Parabolic and Hyperbolic) defined on finite dimensional spaces have been studied by Lions [6,7]. The control problems 
described by either infinite order operators or operators with an infinite number of variables have been discussed by Gali et 
al in [3-5]. These results have been extended to cooperative [1,2,5,8-11,13,17]or non-cooperative[18] systems. In [14-16], 
Sergienko and Deineka introduced some control problems of distributed systems with conjugation conditions and quadratic 
cost functions.Here,we consider cooperative parabolic systems with conjugation conditions.Our paper is organized as 
follows: In section two,some definitions and notations which will be used later,are introduced. In section three the 
existence and uniqueness of the state for cooperative Dirichlet Parabolic systems with conjugation conditions is proved 
,then, the set of equations and inequalities that characterizes the optimal control of systems is found. The case without 
constraints is also considered. The problem with Neumann under conjugation conditions is studied for cooperative 
Parabolic systems, in section four. 
2. Definitions and Notations[14] 
Let 1  and 2 , with boundary 21,   respectively, be bounded, continuous and strictly Lipschitz 
domains from n -dimensional Euclidean space nR  such that )(= 21   , =)( 21   and 
)(= 21   , \)(= 21   ( )== 21    be the boundary of the domain  , 
  TTT  =  , )(0,)(= 2 TT 
  , )(0,)(= 1 TT 
  , )(0,== TQ T   be a complicated 
cylinder and )(0,= T  be the lateral surface of a cylinder TT  . 
Let us define  
 0},=|),(0,2,1=,))((|),(=),({= 2121   YTtiHyytxYVV i
i
 
and introduce the space ),(0;2 VVTL   of functions )(tft   that map an interval )(0,T  into the space VV   
such that 
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 dttYtY TVVTL   






















    











    Ttx ),( , is called cooperative system if 
0>ijh   for  ji   otherwise is called non -cooperative system [2].  
3. Cooperative Parabolic systems with Dirichlet and Conjugation Conditions 
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 where )( kTk Cf   , |<| kf , )(0,== TQ kkT   , and kTkT
 =  , )(= x  is a positive 
function having discontinuity along  ,  
 ),(,=,<)(=0 11 Crconstantpositiveaisrrxrr   (3.0.4) 






directional derivative of y . In addition,  


































For a control 
22
21 ))((),(= QLuuu  , the state ))(),((=);,( 21 uyuyutxY  W(0,T) is given as a generalized 
solution of 
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 and by conditions (3.0.2), (3.0.3). Specify the observation by the following expression:  
 )).(),((=)(=))(),((=)( 2121 uyuyuYuzuzuZ  
For a given 
22







uuauuazuyzuyuJ    (3.0.6) 
 Where  
 .=,,<)(<0,)()( 1010 constantaaaxaaCxa   (3.0.7) 



















 The generalized problem corresponds to initial boundary value problem (3.0.5), ( 3.0.2), (3.0.3) and mean to find 
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 .)(=),0;( ,0 dxxydxuxy iiii     (3.0.10) 
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 },21=0,=|,))((|),(={=),(= 21210021 iYHyyYVV i
i
   . Let us define on ),(0;
2 VVTL   
,for each t a bilinear form  
 RHHYa  210
21

















                 
 
                                                                                                   (3.0.11) 
This bilinear form is continuous ,since  
 .|),(| 1   YkYa                            (3.0.12) 
Lemma 3.0.1 The bilinear form (3.0.11) is coercive on 
21














   (3.0.13) 
 Proof.  
 





















































































































 By Cauchy Schwartz inequality and from (Friedrichs inequality)  
 0.>)(,)(
22
    dxydxy  (3.0.14) 
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maxk   
which proves the coerciveness condition .  
 Let )( L  be a linear defined on );(0,2 VVTL   by  
 ,)(),()(),(=)( 2211 dxxtxfdxxtxfL      




13 constantaiscccL HHH 
    (3.0.15) 
 Based on (3.0.12), (3.0.13), (3.0.15) , and Lax - Milgram lemma(se also [16]),we have  
Theorem 3.0.2  For a given )``;(0,),(=
2
21 VVTLfff   and )()(),(
2
2,01,0 Lxyxy  there exists a unique 
solution )(0,),(= 21 TWyyY   for system (3.0.9), ( 3.0.10).  





zyzyuhuuuJ    
































 is a continuous linear form . 
Since  
 ,),(),( 2))(2( QL
uuauu   
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the general theory of Lions [6] gives :  
Theorem 3.0.4 If the state of our system is determined as a solution to problem (3.0.9), (3.0.10), and if the cost functional 
is given by (3.0.6), there exists a unique distributed control 
22
21 ))((),(= QLuuu   of problem (3.0.8); Moreover, it is 
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 ,),(= 21 adUvvv   
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 0,))()(())()(( 2222211111   dxdtuvuaupdxdtuvuaup QQ  (3.0.19) 
 together with (3.0.5), where ))(),((=)( 21 upupuP  is the adjoint state .  
Proof. The optimal control 
22
21 ))((),(= QLuuu   is characterized by (see[6,16]) :  
 .),(=)(),( 21 adUvvvuvhuvu   



































































































































 .))(,)((= 2211 Qinzuyzuy dd   
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Using equation (3.0.5), we obtain 
 0.))()(())()(( 2222211111   dxdtuvuaupdxdtuvuaup QQ  (3.0.21) 
Remark 3.0.5 : If the constraints are absent ,i.e. When UUad = , then the equality  
 0=)(0=)( 222111 uaupanduaup   
is obtained from inequality (3.0.21) .  













1  (3.0.22) 









that satisfies the equality systems  
 ,),(=),(,),(=),( 00 VVYhPa
a
P
LYa   (3.0.23) 
and the vector solution 













u   
If the vector solution 
TPY ),(  to problem (3.0.23) is smooth enough on Q  ,then the differential problem of finding the 
vector - function 
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corresponds to problem (3.0.23).  
Definition 3.0.6 A generalized (weak )solution to boundary -value problem (3.0.24)-( 3.0.29) is called a vector -function 








where )(L  defined on 2)(H  by :  
 ,))(())((=)( 222111 dxzfdxzfL dd      (3.0.31) 
 and a bilinear form  
 RHHta  22 )()(:),;(  

























































It is easy to check that  
 ,|),;(| 2)(2)(2 HH
kta    (3.0.33) 
is a continuous bilinear form .and  
 ,|)(| 2)(3 H
kL   (3.0.34) 
 is a continuous linear form .  
Lemma 3.0.7 The bilinear form (3.0.32) is coercive on 














     
                                                                                                 (3.0.35) 
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Proof.  
 





































































































































































































































































































































































































 ),()( Cxa  
 ,=,,<)(<0 1010 constantaaaxaa   
then we have  
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pypyka  PP  


















which proves the coerciveness condition .  
 Since 
T),(= 21   be arbitrary elements of the Hilbert space 
2)(H  with the norm  










Based on (3.0.33) - (3.0.35) and Lax-Milgram Lemma , there exists a unique vector solution 
2)(),( HPY T   to the 
boundary value problem (3.0.30).  
4. Cooperative Neumann parabolic systems under conjugation conditions 
In this section ,we discuss the following 22  cooperative Parabolic systems with non - homogenous Neumann 
conditions: 
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 with conjugation conditions (3.0.2) ,( 3.0.3). Where ),( 21 gg    
22 ))(( L  are given functions. Let us define  
 )}.(0,2,1=,))((|),(=),({= 2121 TtiHyytxYVV i
i
cc    
For a control 
22
21 ))((),(= QLuuu  , the state ))(),((=);,( 21 uyuyutxY  W(0,T) is given as a generalized 
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 and by conjugation conditions (3.0.2), (3.0.3). For a given 
22
21 ))((),(= QLzzZ ddd  , the cost functional is given a 



















 The generalized problem corresponds to initial boundary value problem (4.0.37), (3.0.2), (3.0.3) and mean to find 
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 .)(=),0;( ,0 dxxydxuxy iiii     (4.0.40) 
 },21=,))((|),(={=),(= 212121 iHyyYVV i
i
dd   . Since  
 .))(())(( 21210  HH  
We introduce again the bilinear form (3.0.11) which is coercive on 
21 ))(( H , that is, there exists a positive constants k  










   (4.0.41) 
 This bilinear form is continuous ,since  
 .|),(| 1   YkYa  (4.0.42) 
 Let )( gL  be a linear form defined on );(0,
2
cc VVTL   by  
    dxtxgxtxgdxxtxfxtxfLg ))(),()(),(())(),()(),((=)( 22112211   






























c    
imply  
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   (4.0.43) 
 Based on (4.0.41)- (4.0.43) and Lax - Milgram lemma ,we have  
Theorem 4.0.8  For a given )``;(0,),(=
2
21 VVTLfff   and )()(),(
2
2,01,0 Lxyxy  there exists a unique 
solution )(0,),(= 21 TWyyY   for system (4.0.39) , (4.0.40).  





zyzyuLuuuJ    
Then the general theory of Lions [6]gives :  
Theorem 4.0.9 If the state of our system is determined as a solution to problem (4.0.39), (4.0.40), and if the cost functional 
is given by (4.0.6), there exists a unique distributed control 
22
21 ))((),(= QLuuu   of problem (4.0.38) ;Moreover, it is 




























































































































































































































under conjugation conditions : 
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 ,),(= 21 adUvvv   
 
 0,))()(())()(( 2222211111   dxdtuvuaupdxdtuvuaup QQ  (4.0.45) 
 together with (4.0.37), where  
 .stateadjoint   theis))(),((=)( 21 upupuP  
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